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Abstract

Since the cost of redundant storage is less important for many applications than the cost of failures and down-times, some database systems offer facilities for maintaining redundant disks. Bitton and Gray analyzed shadowing physical units such as disk pages over multiple devices. Instead, we propose to replicate logical units such as relations and indices. Logical shadowing allows using different physical organizations, e.g., multiple different sort orders and clustering indices. Physical organization and clustering are important determinants in retrieval costs; having multiple clustering schemes increases the number of attributes for which the system achieves optimal performance for range queries and merge joins.

1. Introduction

For many applications, down-times are unacceptable, and database management systems for such applications offer facilities to maintain redundant copies of the database. According to Bitton and Gray, "Disk shadowing is a technique for maintaining a set of two or more identical disk images on separate disk drives. Its primary purpose is to enhance reliability and availability of secondary storage by providing multiple paths to redundant data. However, shadowing can also boost I/O performance." [3] They provide insights how disk shadowing can reduce seek distances for read operations, in principle by using the "shadow set" of "mirrored" disks as one disk with multiple access arms. For write operations, however, shadow disks are more expensive because a new page image has to be written to all disk devices. Bitton and Gray show that disk shadowing improves overall I/O performance if read operations constitute about 55% or more of all I/O operations.

In this paper, we demonstrate how disk shadowing can be further improved if not physical page images but logical data sets are mirrored with different clustering strategies on different disks. Consider, for example, a relation R with three attributes A, B, and C, to be mirrored on two disk drives. Assume R is accessed frequently using range predicates on A or B. If R is shadowed physically, i.e., identical page images are kept on the two disk drives, one has to decide whether to cluster R on A or on B. If, however, R is clustered according to A on the first disk and according to B on the second disk, both types of range queries can be executed very efficiently.
If we assume the same logical data to be stored on all disks, reliability and availability considerations for logical shadowing are the same as for physical shadowing, with the exception of performance considerations during a disk’s failure and repair. Furthermore, it is possible to combine logical and physical shadowing, e.g., by keeping two disks with R clustered on A and two disks with R clustered on B.

In the remainder of this paper, we elaborate on this intuition. In the next section, we briefly survey related work. In Section 3, we present more concrete examples and explore how widely applicable logical shadowing is. A performance comparison of logical and physical shadowing is presented in Section 4. We offer our conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work

First among the related work is Bitton and Gray’s analysis of disk shadowing [3]. Their assumption is that exact mirror images of pages are kept on different devices. The freedom to choose a device makes reads faster; the need to write to all devices makes writes slower. They conclude that if the system performs more reads than writes, overall system performance is improved by disk shadowing. Since writes make disk shadowing expensive, it would be very interesting to analyze the effect of write-only disk caches [21] on the performance of physical shadowing. Write-only disk caches retain dirty pages in safe RAM and attempt to piggy-back writes onto reads to the same cylinder, thus allowing write operations without delay or cost.

Another attempt to reduce I/O costs is disk striping [20] in which pages of a file are distributed over multiple disks. Just as for shadowing, one can distribute pages over disks, or one can distribute records or tuples. Such partitioning schemes were used extensively in the GAMMA database machine [6, 7]. GAMMA employed both a physical partitioning scheme called round-robin-partitioning and two logical partitioning schemes, called range-partitioning and hash-partitioning. Physical partitioning allows faster scans of the entire file; logical partitioning, in addition, can direct a request only a selected set of disks if the search predicate is suitably related to the partitioning attribute.
Partitioning does not improve reliability as replication does; however, special combinations of partitioning and replication have been explored [13]. Replication has also been explored extensively in distributed databases, both for reliability and for proximity of data to users, e.g. in [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 17-19, 22-26]. The main difference between replication in distributed systems and logical shadowing is that we assume that all disks have the same "distance" from the processors and users, such that transfer times do not force the choice of disks as in distributed database systems. Furthermore, none of these researchers has considered exploiting different ordering and clustering strategies on the various locations.

Finally, since we are concerned here with the costs of using clustered and non-clustered indices, we would like to point out the study by Mackert and Lohman [16] which quantified precisely the cost of using index scans.

3. Applicability of Logical Shadowing

Physical shadowing can be used for any data. Logical shadowing with different clustering strategies can also be used for any dataset, but it only provides advantages if data are accessed in varying ways. Let us consider a simple example, namely the three relations of a simple university database

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{student (student-id, name)} \\
\text{course (course-no, title)} \\
\text{enrollment (student-id, course-no, grade)}
\end{align*}
\]

with the key attributes printed in bold face. It can be assumed that joins of these three relations will be frequent. For the student and course relations, it makes sense to index and cluster them on their key attributes. For the enrollment relation, one must choose which key attribute to index and cluster on. If one chooses student-id's, joins with students will be very fast, e.g., in a query to list a student's current classes. One the other hand, a join of courses and enrollment will require sorting or hashing, assuming nested loops is not competitive because of the file sizes. For example, to list the class roster for a class requires expensive lookups in the secondary index on course-no in the enrollment relation. If one chooses to cluster enrollment on the course-no, joins with the course relation will be fast and joins with the student relation will be slow.
Joins are one example for which logical shadowing offers performance advantages, but there are other situations in which the limitation to only one clustering choice creates a dilemma. Consider, for example, the customer and account information of a telephone company. The billing department might like to look at accounts in ZIP+4 order to obtain better postage rates for the monthly bill mailings. Directory assistance might want to look at small sections of the customer records, namely all those customers with an equal names. The marketing department might want to target customers in the order of their high monthly long-distance bill, for instance to advertise a special long-distance service. In all these cases, one user group could be served particularly well if the data were clustered according to their selection criterion or required ordering. However, without logical shadowing, the database administrator has to choose the clustering order and, therefore, which department to serve well and which ones to serve only suboptimally.

For the first example above, any other many-to-many relationship would do just as well, e.g., parts and suppliers. For the second example, any dataset with multiple ordered or non-unique attributes that are used as retrieval keys or sort order could be substituted. The problem in all these cases is, obviously, that one can cluster data according to one criterion only. We content, however, that if one keeps multiple copies of a dataset anyways as assumed in disk shadowing, one might as well keep the various copies in different orders and using different clusterings to serve all or almost all users optimally.

There are two disadvantages of maintaining different clusterings. First, maintenance is more expensive since more indices need to be updated for each data update. In particular, if one of the clustering attributes is updated, records have to be moved on that disk. Second, recovery of a single disk is more complex because it requires not only copying from a mirror copy as in physical shadowing but also sorting from another disk into the clustering that was lost in the disk failure.

The first point is a performance tradeoff: it is trivial that the overhead of maintaining complex auxiliary data structures might be larger than their performance advantage if updates are very frequent. We will explore this tradeoff in the next section. For the second point, we offer three possible viewpoints. First, if the remaining disk(s) include secondary indices on the clustering attribute of the failed disk, the entire system should still perform as well as a system without
shadowing or a system using physical shadowing with a failed disk. Second, fast sorting and clustering methods are available — it should be possible to sort and rebuild two indices for a file of 100 MB in about 2 minutes using a parallel machine [11, 12]. Third, it is possible to keep multiple copies of each ordering, i.e., to combine physical shadowing in addition to logical shadowing.

Implementing logical shadowing might seem rather cumbersome; however, many relational database management systems already offer sufficient physical design options to exploit logical shadowing. For example, to shadow a relation $R(A,B,C)$ which is clustered on $A$ on disk 1, one creates a composite (multi-attribute) index on $(B,A,C)$ on disk 2. This index is sorted and clustered on $B$, and it is maintained automatically when $R$ is updated. Most database vendors have implemented their query optimizers such that they consider scanning the index only. For queries that would benefit from a clustering on $B$, they recognize that an index scan is sufficient to retrieve all attributes of $R$ and omit the lookup in $R$ from any query evaluation plan. Thus, all pieces necessary to obtain the performance advantages of logical shadowing are already available in many relational database management systems.

For availability and recovery, however, two pieces are missing. First, if disk 1 with $R$ crashes, most database systems will not support recovery of $R$ from the index but will recover from backups and logs. Second, during the disk repair, $R$ is deemed unavailable and the database system does not use the index to satisfy queries against $R$. Thus, these two special cases should be included in the database software to exploit logical shadowing to its full potential.

4. Performance Analysis

In the following analysis, we compare the advantages and disadvantages of physical and logical shadowing. The analysis uses only approximations because each database system implementation uses different storage structures and cost functions. Therefore, modelling any one database management system precisely would not add to our purpose, which is to demonstrate the validity of logical shadowing as a general performance technique and to shed some light on the tradeoffs between maintenance effort and retrieval speedup.
We only consider two disks, used either to mirror pages of a relation (physical shadowing) or to keep the relation in two different orderings (logical shadowing). Let there be three attributes, two of which are used as keys in retrievals (attributes A and B) and one that is to be retrieved (attribute C). We also assume that an index lookup requires two I/Os (which is probably true for most real B-trees) and that $F$ records fit into each page.

Both retrieval attributes are indexed in both shadowing schemes. In other words, we use one clustering and one non-clustering index in physical shadowing (without loss of generality let attribute A be the clustering one) and one clustering index and one non-clustering index on each disk in logical shadowing (clustering index on A and non-clustering index on B on disk 1, clustering index on B and non-clustering index on A on disk 2). We have chosen these physical designs because they both allow indexed retrievals on A and B before or after disk failure.

Let us consider a query mix that contains $R_A$ single-record retrievals, $R_A$ range-retrievals of $N$ records in order of attribute A, $R_B$ range-retrievals of $N$ records in order of attribute B, $U_B$ single-record updates which modify attributes B and C, and $U_C$ single-record updates which modify only attribute C. For updates, let us assume that the record to be updated is identified by an attribute value for A. We have chosen these operations because we believe they reflect realistic usage patterns. Let us consider their costs.

The single-records retrieval can be performed equally fast using a clustered and a non-clustered index; thus, we can decide which logical shadow to use depending on current load on the disks. The difference to physical shadowing is that this decision is fixed for all reads in the index and the data file for an entire retrieval; in physical shadowing, each I/O access can be done on either disk. Retrieving $N$ records in clustering order requires an index lookup plus retrieving about $N/F$ pages with records. In non-clustering order, $N$ pages are required in addition to the index lookup.

For updates, if only attribute C is modified, the cost in either shadowing scheme is one index lookup on A to determine the record to be updated and the record modifications on both disks. If attribute B is also updated, the cost remains the same for physical shadowing and for disk 1 in logical shadowing. On disk 2, the updated record must be moved to a different page to
maintain clustering on B. The cost on disk 2, therefore, is one index lookup in the index on A to determine the record to be updated, two more index lookups for entry removal and insertion on the index on B, two writes to save the updated leaf pages, plus two read-write pairs to move the data record to a new location.

Table 4.1 shows the cost formulas for the considered operations. The cost values for single-page read and write were taken from Table 1 in [3] and express the expected seek time relative to the disk’s data band. To obtain absolute seek times, they must be divided over the disk’s seek speed. Even as they are, they can be compared as if they were seek times and therefore serve the purpose of comparing the relative performance of the two shadowing schemes. The last formula in Table 4.1 considers only the second disk on which the modified record has to be moved since operations on disks 1 and 2 can proceed in parallel and the cost on disk 2 surpasses that on disk 1. The formulas for retrieval on B contains the reason for using logical rather than physical shadowing, i.e., the high cost of sequential scans of secondary indices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Cost in Physical Shadowing</th>
<th>Cost in Logical Shadowing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page read</td>
<td>$R_d$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page write</td>
<td>$W_r$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-record retrieval</td>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>$(2+1)R_d$</td>
<td>$(2+1)R_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$-record retrieval on A</td>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>$(2+N/F)R_d$</td>
<td>$(2+N/F)R_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$-record retrieval on B</td>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$(2+N)R_d$</td>
<td>$(2+N/F)R_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-record update of C</td>
<td>$U_C$</td>
<td>$2R_d + (R_d+W_r)$</td>
<td>$2R_d + (R_d+W_r)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only</td>
<td>$U_B$</td>
<td>$2R_d + (R_d+W_r)$</td>
<td>$3×2R_d + 2W_r + 2(R_d+W_r)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Costs of Operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>0–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_B$</td>
<td>0 or 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_C$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>10 or 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Parameter Values in Cost Comparisons.
The following figures show the estimated costs of the operation mix using the parameter values given in Table 4.2. Using the costs from Bitton and Gray [3], the figures indicate the relative seek costs of physical shadowing (solid lines) and logical shadowing (dashed lines) for increasing values of $R_B$, the number of range retrievals on attribute B. The four graphs show the costs for different values of $U_B$ and $N$, the number of updates of attribute B and the number of records in a range retrieval.

Figure 4.1 shows the situation if there are no updates of B and a relatively small $N$. The costs of the two schemes are almost equal over the entire range. Physical shadowing is a little less expensive for $R_B=0$ reflecting the smaller seek cost of physical shadowing identified by Bitton and Gray. However, the curve for physical shadowing is steeper, indicating the larger incremental cost for each range retrieval on B using a secondary index scan.

![Figure 4.1. Cost Comparisons for $U_B = 0$, $N = 10$.](image)

![Figure 4.2. Cost Comparisons for $U_B = 0$, $N = 50$.](image)
Figure 4.2 shows the same situation with a larger $N$, i.e., more records per range retrieval. The costs for $R_B=0$ are higher than in the previous figure. For both shadowing schemes, reflecting the higher retrieval costs for range retrievals on $A$. The slopes of the curves are more interesting, however. While the incremental cost for each range retrieval on $B$ in logical shadowing is quite small, it is rather larger for physical shadowing. This graph shows the purpose of logical shadowing: if there are many multiple-record retrievals on more than one attribute ($A$ and $B$ here), providing two sort and clustering orders gives a significant performance advantage.

Figure 4.3 shows the additional cost of logical shadowing. If updates to one of the clustering attributes ($B$ here) are frequent, logical shadowing incurs an additional cost over physical shadowing. If the performance advantage of logical clustering is small, either because there are few range retrievals on the second attribute or because the number of records per retrieval is small, logical shadowing is inferior to physical shadowing.

![Graph showing seek cost for $U_B = 50, N = 10$.]

![Graph showing seek cost for $U_B = 50, N = 50$.]
Figure 4.4 puts the advantages and disadvantages of logical shadowing observed in the previous graphs together and reflects their tradeoff. For few range retrievals on B, physical shadowing is faster because of smaller seek times and less update overhead. For larger range retrievals on more than one attribute, however, logical shadowing offers a significant performance improvement, even when the additional maintenance cost is taken into account.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new concept, called "logical disk shadowing." It replaces replication of physical page images as used in what we call physical disk shadowing [3] with replication of logical data sets in different sort order, clusterings, etc. We demonstrated that realistic situations exist in which logical shadowing outperforms physical shadowing by a significant margin.

Our analysis only covered the simplest case with two disks and two interesting sort orders. This analysis could be carried further to consider more disks and clustering attributes. Since logical and physical shadowing can be combined, such an analysis should take combinations into consideration.

The performance can also be compared by relating hardware investment and resulting performance. Most disk drives and systems can deliver about 10 times more pages in sequential I/O than in random I/O. Furthermore, for random reads as used in unclustered index scans, 1 of maybe 10 records in each page is needed. Multiplying these two factors of 10 indicates that 100 disk drives performing random reads of individual records deliver no more records than 1 disk drive performing a clustered scan. Thus, if records are needed in more than one ordering, it is less expensive to invest in disk space for a logical shadow than in more disk arms to perform faster secondary index scans.

It is interesting to note that if the enhanced reliability and availability of shadowing is not required for an application, logical shadowing or replication can be implemented on a single disk. The only additional consideration is that multiple concurrent scans of clustered indices on a single disk can increase disk seeks to almost the level of unclustered index scans.
The clustering schemes considered here, namely sort order clustering for a relation, are not the only ones to which logical shadowing applies. Other schemes include master-detail clustering in relational systems as well as the wealth of possible clustering schemes in object-oriented systems. We plan on exploring the effect of logical shadowing in object-oriented systems as part of the Revelation OODBMS project [10].
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